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Update on Software R&D Activity

● This talk follows on from the one in Edinburgh this February
○ (Do you remember when we used to be able to travel...?)

● Topics to cover:
○ Hardware Evolution
○ HSF-WLCG Workshop
○ LHCC HL-LHC Review
○ Other Activities
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https://indico.ph.ed.ac.uk/event/66/contributions/819/attachments/675/817/ECHEP_HSF_Talk.pdf


Hardware News and Context

● Challenge of software and computing for HL-LHC
remains extremely high

● Rate of performance increase from GPUs continues
to be impressive
○ NVIDIA Ampere, 7nm ~+30% performance
○ ~20TFLOPS double precision card

● Arm based Fugaku supercomputer takes
all benchmarks to become #1 in top-500
○ A64FX CPUs, Arm v8.2
○ 412PFLOP Machine
○ Additionally ThunderX3 and Altra chips, part of a healthy Arm ecosystem
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HSF-WLCG Workshop
● Face-2-face meeting in Lund was 

replaced with a 3 day x 2 hours 
virtual meeting: New Architectures, 
Portability, and Sustainability

● Very successful event, 221 registered
○ Summary Talk
○ Survey Results and Outcomes
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/908146/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/813748/contributions/3883078/attachments/2054467/3445160/WLCG-HSF_Workship_Report_GDB_2020-061.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/925974/contributions/3891330/attachments/2058943/3453431/WLCG-HSF_Workship_Feedback.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/867789/


Application Software

● Code Portability
○ Increasingly large number of possible non-CPU devices available
○ Clear that the community cannot support N codes for N platforms
○ Industry knows this too, hence proliferation of toolkits and projects

● How to assess the best?
○ This is an orthogonal question to redesigning code for at least one parallel architecture

● DOE HEP-CCE Project
○ Portable Parallelization Strategies
○ Assess metrics for toolkits on

real HEP examples:
■ Patatrack (CMS), 
■ FastCaloSim (ATLAS)
■ WireCell (Neutrino)

○ Will produce recommendations taking into
account the nature of HEP workflows
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Application Software

● Heterogeneous Architectures and Detector Simulation
○ Simulation a very significant part of HEP computing; common engine in Geant4

■ Increased luminosity and trigger rates only increase the pressure
○ GeantV (arXiv:2005.00949) taught us valuable lessons about how to optimise

■ Optimisation from SIMD far less than hoped for
■ Modernising and reducing code size can bring up to x2

● Optimal use of data and instruction caches
■ Dedicated libraries to do pieces of HEP specific code can be reused (VecGeom)

● These need to develop and adapt to these new architectural challenges
■ Ideas for the future: ray tracing on GPUs?

● Tensorflow as a generic compute engine
○ HEP projects: TensorFlowAnalysis, zfit, pyhf, VegasFlow, PDFFlow
○ Need to layer HEP concepts on top: Dalitz plots, four-body phase space, etc.
○ Generalisation to Differentiable Computing (new HSF activity area)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.00949


Experiment Frameworks
● Heterogeneous Experimental Frameworks

○ Goal is optimal use of heterogeneous resources
■ Easier on owned resources (HLT) as opposed to HPCs or other sites

○ Separate process spaces (ALICE-FAIR approach in O2 - message passing)
■ Great code separation, dynamically balance CPU resource use at process level

○ Accelerator only approach
■ Ideal for R&D projects; optimal performance for the target devices
■ Can leave CPUs idle when they could do useful work (may be balanced by other tasks)

○ Hybrid approach
■ Asynchronous execution, so most complex for framework

● But maybe the biggest prize
■ Smart underlying schedulers (TBB, HPX) help maximise CPU usage
■ CMSSW is a good example of implementing this

● Can switch between CPU/GPU version according to resource availablity
○ In all cases there are hurdles for the experiment developers and some steep learning curves (cf. 

portable parallelisation strategies talk)
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LHCC Review for HL-LHC Computing

● Review of the preparations for HL-LHC software and computing
○ WLCG & DOMA
○ ATLAS
○ CMS
○ HSF

● Inputs from the HSF on
○ General landscape for software
○ Event generators
○ Detector simulation
○ Reconstruction
○ Analysis
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http://wlcg-docs.web.cern.ch/wlcg-docs/technical_documents/HL-LHC%20Review%20-%20April2020/HL-LHC%20April%202020%20review%20-%20WLCG%20-%20Main%20Document.pdf
http://wlcg-docs.web.cern.ch/wlcg-docs/technical_documents/HL-LHC%20Review%20-%20April2020/HL-LHC%20April%202020%20review%20-%20DOMA%20-%20Main%20Document.pdf
https://zenodo.org/record/3779250


Physics Event Generation Challenges
● Reduce costs by reducing generation inefficiencies

○ Phase space sampling; Merging inefficiencies; Filtering inefficiency 
(e.g. on final state); Negative weights (extremely expensive)

○ Reuse samples for more than one use: reweighting; sample sharing

● Technical Improvement Challenges
○ Sheer size of unweighted event samples (e.g. low pT W boson)
○ Simple thread safety can even be an issue (EvtGen)

■ Want to run multithreaded for workflow compatibility (control memory consumption)
○ Code efficiency (much is auto-generated)

■ Virtual function calls, small code blocks, can probably be much improved
○ Develop code that could run on accelerators

■ Problem domain and code independence makes this feasible in principle (compute exact same 
function on many events, little branching)

○ Skills set and incentives do not reward physicists for this work, something that needs to be recognised 
and addressed
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.13687


Detector Simulation

● Parametrisation and use of approximate techniques
○ Partial event re-use, generic calorimeter responses 

(all tunable)
○ Machine learning under heavy R&D

■ Now known that it takes significant work to get outputs good enough for physics
○ Seamless integration with Geant4 is needed

■ Easy export of training data and easy integration of inference

● New Architectures
○ Long term uncertainties, but GPUs most popular non-CPU devices today at computer centres
○ R&D is needed to understand how they can be used for detector simulation

■ This will not be easy for a stochastic process with realistic geometry, field, physics 
processes (we don’t expect to get LINPAC rates, but what can we get…?)

○ See later slides for further R&D upadates
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Ray traced HEP detector from GPU [A Gheata]



Software Triggers and Reconstruction

● Traditionally these software areas have been very experiment specific, but there 
are recent developments that try to factorise important pieces of the problem in a 
generic way
○ Acts, MkFit, SONIC, FastML, …

■ Plus interest in generalising other projects, e.g. Allen and Patatrack
○ This is in addition to the more traditional knowledge and ideas sharing we have always had

● Ideal is to develop fast and performant reconstruction for heterogeneous 
architectures
○ How much code can be common, libraries or packages?
○ Will the necessary runtime performance be sufficient for experiments to use it?
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Data Analysis

● Analysis facilities are where DOMA and analysis meet
○ New storage models (integrating hardware and software solutions) could be an enabling technology
○ R&D Goal: allow for scaling, fast responses and expanded interactive facilities

● Python Ecosystem offers very interesting tools
○ Python layer is steering execution of the data through highly optimised code
○ Aside: extraordinary level of interest in PyHEP 2020 event this month (920 people registered!)

● ROOT (our current work horse) adapts and develops
○ RDataFrame - declarative analysisl; RNTuple - efficient data representations
○ See also ROOT Input Document: arXiv:2004.07675

● Analysis code will not be as honed as reconstruction
○ Need for systems that offer good ‘ergonomics’ to analysts and can execute the desired 

workflow efficiently (on a specialist class of resources?)
○ Domain Specific Language for HEP analysis is appealing to help achieve this
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/882824
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.07675


Preliminary Feedback

● Generally positive view of common software projects
● Still waiting for public report of the panel, but preliminary statements in LHCC 

142 Minutes:
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New Projects: HEP-CCE Project

● New DOE funded project, HEP Center for Computational Excellence (kickoff 
meeting)
○ Portable Parallalisation Strategies

■ Covered earlier, investigate heterogeneous APIs with HEP codes
○ Fine-grained I/O and Storage

■ Improve performance of workflows from the I/O perspective
● Alternatives to use of POSIX files, such as parallel file systems and object stores

○ Event Generators
■ Rewrite matrix element generators for CPUs and CPUs
■ Move from ‘best for scaling’ to ‘best for computation’ 
■ Workflows for evgen on large resources (HPCs)

○ Complex Workflows
■ New resources with very different non-Grid resources and parameters
■ Dynamic workflows, where intermediate results drive next pieces of workload
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/23262
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/23262


Additional Activities of Note

● HSF Simulation Working Group meetings on Accelerator R&D
○ Reports from successful projects that have used accelerators

■ MPEXS (medical); Opticks (JUNO Optical Photons); ExaSMR (reactor neutron transport); 
GATE (medical)

○ Round table of HEP R&D
■ Geometry on GPUs (VecGeom); EM physics (ExCALIBER) (use of native navigation and 

shaders); ML Accelerated Calculations (ATLAS EMEC); LHCb RICH Optical Photons using 
OptiX

● Allen LHCb HLT1
○ Allen/Gaudi integration meeting
○ Also discussed in HSF Reco Meeting and CERN EP Software Seminar (also covering Patatrack)

● Alpaka Heterogeneous Toolkit training
○ Useful introductory training event last week
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https://indico.cern.ch/category/10916/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/872910/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/929836/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/927838/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/912156/


Summary

● COVID-19 crisis has not impacted software development too badly
○ As an activity it is fairly amenable to teleworking

● Community still managed to organise useful events, like the HSF-WLCG workshop
○ Adjusting to the new normal

● LHCC HL-LHC Review process has underlined the importance of software activities
○ Initial findings from the report are positive; we hope for a good assessment of our activities

■ That can also be used to support further funding as needed

● HEP-CCE project brings additional effort
● R&D into non-CPU architectures is ongoing

○ LHCb Allen decision has a very positive effect in the wider community
○ Simulation R&D is now recognised as a critical area, with a number of new projects

As ever, the HSF is here to help make our R&D as effective and coherent as possible 
and we welcome your input and participation
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